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MEMORANDUM

Mr. Princeton Lyman
January 29 1971
Chief, Civic Participat on Division
Bureau for Program and Policy Coordin 'on
Agency for International Development
Reference: Contract No. AID/ csc

603

We agreed inforrrliy to subnnt to yot by the close uf Sanuary 1971
prelim4rm Tv drafts of sur-,,c}. rercrt'=. regarding the :feasibiEty of creathig
independent centers for research and education dealing with issues of
public policy in selected developing cu,oncrics.

Enclosed are preliminary reports prepared for the countries visi ed
by James M. Mitchell and F. W, Luikart during the latter half of 1970.
Cotaitrics in Asi end La Lin \rnerica we:u surveyed during this period.
Surveys in Africa have been deJayed pendilig receipt oi an entry visa from
the Nigerian government. If and when the surveys are conducted in Africa,
similar preliminary repor s
Toe submitted promptly.
Each of the r ports includes a general description of the climate for
public policy research and education and our conclusions and recommendations concerning:

- the feasibility by country of establshing an i s u ion for education
and research in public policy;
- the desirability and extent of AID support to make the institution via.ble;

- the degree and ektent of continuing techn cal assistance that would be
needed for each institution.

These preliminary reports contain no einellishrnents about the coverage
of the surveys such as the number of people interviewed and the sectors of
society tapped for information, Or any description of serious limitations
which were confronted in making the surveys. Nor at this stage have we anything to report on the interest and competence of institutions in the United
States to provide technical assistance to a developing institution.. These
matters will be covered in the final report which is due on or before April 30,
1971.

The individual country reports are arranged by geographi al areas.

A)74-te-2--1 2k :111-ve

C-Z6.41---ames M. Mitchell
Director, Advanced Study Program
The Brookings Institution
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REPORT ON BRAZIL

Visited by F. W. Luikart
August 1-13- 1970

"Size,

-ornplexity

iqueness,

and "potential" naN e become

banal descriptive terms used to portray Brazil and its development
problems and potential. Yet the aptness of these te ms and the acct. acy
of the image described contributes to ambivalence of an obserie in
B razil

g to assess tlle feasibility and the practicality of

encouraging, through AID, the development of an independent center

canters) for research and study dealing with issues of public policy.
On the one hand Brazil is faced with myriad problems o t: planning
and executing economic

d social development. The need for neutral

and dispassionate research and study regarding its development problems

is great. The need is also recognized and admitted by many leaders
thought in Brazil. But the political climate Is not conducive to the encouragement of such an institution now, especially by the United States.

U. S. interest in Brazil's development is natural and compelling
because of pro i"

y and size. Brazil represents the fifth largest nation

of the w rld with a population estimated to be over 90 million. Frequently

referred to as the " colossus of the South," Brazil presentb a picture
tremendous diversity, untapped potential and a complex, if not unique,

pattern of cultural and social relaticnshlpb and historic themes .

2

Larger than the Unit d States bLiore the admission of Alaska and
Hawaii, Brazil occupies nearly half of South America and borders on all

b t two of the other ten republ c s. It has
incredibly diverse vegeta

e variations in clit ate,

and natural resources that are

IP

by any standard. It has a common langt age and an apparent sense
ly P

de s '_ny. It

conrine rits.

6

o

y in tie Amer can

eat diversity, unapped pot ntial and disadvan ageous

natural communications are the outstanding featur_ s of the Bra ilian

land. Geography provides at least part of the answer to those who ask
why most of the cou-_. -y's population is still, after over four centuries
of settlement, to be found

ithin tv-o or three hundred miles of the coast.

There is a great disparity of patterns of cultural and econo- ic development
among the diverse geogr phic regions _f Brazil. In essence it can be said
that one can find 20th century cultural and economic development in the
urban centers living along side 18th century development in ma y of

the rural regions.
Demographical y, Br

population is a meld

f

Aany ethnic and

racial groups so that one is impressed with the variety of shades of color
and physical features found in the Brazilians. Portuguese colonization
and domination begin 'lig in the sixteenth century has determined the

predominant ethnic and cult: al characte ristiCs. Ho ever, gradual

1/ "A Note on Brazil," by Tames W. Rave, American Universiti s Field
Staff, East Coast South Anaerica Series, 1967.
7

assimilation of the native Indian-

introduction of Negro slaves and

flow of iirimigrants from Italy, Spain, Germany>and Russia plus the

arrival of some 200,000 Japanese in his COT ury make it difficult to
speak with precision about the racial and ethrd( comp° ' ion of t day's
populati

While it is foolhardy to generalize about Braz lian traits and
chara ctc

e at least three themes in political and social relation-

ships and outlook that are significant in relation to the purpose of -his

study. Each of these is identified carefully in James W. Rowe's A Note

on Brazil" referred to previously. One feature, evident at least until
the p

-1964 period, was the lack of violence and upheaval and the

presence of co ciliation, compromise, and civility in Brazil's political
"revol -0
Little or no violence was involved in expelling the
Portuguese authorities after the declaration of independence in the earl
19th century. Over sixty years later the Brazilian monarchy itself was
overthrown by a military coup -- but without fighti g. In 1945 Getulio

Vargas was eased from power without struggle. Other political cr ses
in 1954, 1955 and 1961 we e veathered without viol nt confrontati n.

Again in 1964 uhen political polarization threatened mass action the
1

ary-ci-vil revolt overthrew President Joao Gulart in the tradition of
Cc,

Ano1ier feature in Brazilian life described by James Rowe
oscillation of opinion between nati

is the

elf-depreca on and self-confidence

4

regarding Brazilian capabilities. At the moment psychological nationalism
is on the rise. As one American business

n

n put it "Brazilians have over-

come their national infer ority complex and have developed a superio

complex." The climate of developm- -t is one of surging confidence,
dynamic and pragmatic. One gets the impression that Brazilians believe
that they are on the Move as a nation; uncontrolled forces for development

are at work; and that development is inevitable. In essence, the cl
is dynamic and pragmatic

This source also wert on to say that in his

opinion any governmen_ in Brazil at this

to c ntrol or alter forces f

ate

early helpless to try

econo ic deveLopment. The pr ncipal

challenge t- :h- government is to ride the forces and hang on.
A fina_ feature of

razilian life nd history apropos this survey is

the limited veneer of democracy" in the p litical processes. Jam s Ro
has described the political scene aptly as fo lows: "Thus although the

B azilian sys e of 1946-1964 cont ived many legal, institutional (and
of _en meaningful) appurtenances of Western Democracy, it would he more

acct ate to term it limi ed democracy -- pinralistc and increasingly
open, but neither very r p esentative nor co p _titive, due to the pe rvasive
patron-client system in society and politics and the amorphousness of
political alliances and programs.

Current Political C

It is freq:_e tly heard that this is a govern-

rnent devoted to the purpose, among others, ii cleansing the s cie y of

9
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purities" that developed under past democra

gov

High government sources are closed to easy access by an outsider,
especially American, and this is one of the limitations on this survey.
The excuse given frequently is that those in the seats of power, the
ministers and those who
see be

cdiatcly surround the President, are hard

-y maintain split sch dules be

Brasilia and Rio,

a d the schedule in Rio is uncertain h- cause of crisis dem nds for

the minister's ti o in Brasilia. The impre --ion is created that few
An ri -an officials deal infxequently

fi

the power centers in the

government, and that most of AID's con acts are

h the working

technical levels. This is evidence of the tenuous nature of the American
presence in Brazil, and indicative in itself of the lack of possibility of
A erican involvement in encouraging the development of an inst rution
devoted to f

CC

nquiry and edi cation on public issues.

The cur-rent regime therefore, looks upon itself as the cleans _ng
agent to rid the syst

of

puri

s" in the value system which have

developed under civilian leadership in t_ e past. The enigma, however,
is: how long will this regi e remain in control. In contrast with past

military regimes which played a tutelary role for a te _porary period
to achieve balance and stability in troubled times, this regime gives no
sign of intent to relinquish power in the foreseeable future. It has

already been in power for seven years. Civilian political leaders with

10
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experience have been neutralized by the denial of political rights for

ten yearS. The old political parties are in shambles. The question,
which some say troubles f- tions of the military leadership, is: hoi

and when can transfer of authority be made fror military to civilian

leade s p? Some estimate five years, some not less than ten and
son e find no basis for thinking that the military regim_ intends to

transfer power to civilians.

In this 'cleansing" process major tenets of a free society have
been abrogated. Habeas corpus has been suspended. The press operates

under spo adic censorship. F e assembly and free association of people
jfl coi,imon iiie rest groups is denied.lander these conditionsr
obvious that a truly independent and neu ral policy research and edu-

cational institution cannot flourish. The principal hclpe for the future

rests on the assu pt on that this rest ictive military regime will not
last forever if Brazilian political history has meaning.
mistin

Insti u

There now exist some social science research

institu ions which hold sorne hope for futt_ e policy research and education

activities. They are not free now to address so e of the most pres
public problems in the social and political arena. They must always keep
an eye on and avoid attacking that which is sensitive such as family
planning, population control, inco= e distribution, centralization vs. de-

cent alization of gover

ental functions, civil liberties, to mention a few.

Yet, in spite of the restrictive climate, some social scien e research goes
on.
11
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Pe rhaps the

ost pre stigi ous of these

utions is

C Getulio

Vargas Foundation whi -1- was founded in 1944. It has both public and

private citizens on its board, but its principal source of ince,
provided by th- Brali4i1ia

its origin by a disti

government. Its d-s- ny h s been guided since
hut very practical and politically se

ic pe r

itive

Lopes. Its n-iiior claim to

fame has been ccononic research and the development _f e conomic
indicators in its price and cost of living indexes. These indexes have
been accepted officially as a basis fo_ policyon occasions

king in spite of the fact

y have been attacked as biased by b th government

and labor. Best evidence available indicates that rarely has there been
any substance to charges that the indexes have been skew d to suit
the convenience of political leade rs.
But in the opinion of a number of p ople the -Vargas Foundation is in

ed slap ," having lost i s research irioirienturr nd is now quite
bureaucratic and stodgy. Other than the indexes very little of value is
being done in Ceonornic research. The former able head of the Foundation's

economic research bureau has recently left that post to accept a governrnent post and he admits frankly tl-iat itviould be very difficult at this stage
'n Brazilian desreloprnent to foster an independent institute which would

be able to conduct neatraJ analysis on many of the pressing problems

facing Brazil.

12
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The Yord Foundation program in support of Vargas Foundation

activities is gradually being phased out because of d enchantment
h "Vargas leadership and the lack of vital thrust in the Vargas program.
iew of the Ford. Foundation's program in Brazil reveals this

clearly. The F rd FoundatIon representative is hopeful that in cooperation with AJD and the Vargas Foundation there will be a review of the

Foundation's goals and programs conducted by a group of outside experts

tjnles s and until this is done and new directions are chart d, Ford

Foundatien will probably permit current program grants to Vargas
expire without renewal. The United Nations Development Program

presEntative capsulized the criticism of Va. gas' current direction in
mo con

1. Today it is more devoted to training (especially training in

public adrn' istration) than to social sc ence researcFthereby
depriving itself of mature re sear h as a base for effective
training; and

2. It has spread itself over many activ ties rather than confining
its efforts and deepening its res arch.
The Bra ilian Institute of Municipal Administration is another
stitution to be considered in the building of policy research and edu-

Wiens in BrazIl. Some consider it the strongest institution
fo r tr

and consultation in _um ipal administration in Latin America.
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I has received support fr orr AID prim: rily for phycical facilitie

and.

frorri the Ford. Foundation for the (levelopThent of a res ea xch ceiter on

local government. AID's re1ationhips with IB.A/vt a Te indicative of -he

political dim e and the deer suspicion of A ine ri

irifluen cc

h -s

AI

confined its support primarily to the constttiction of new biildings

nd

has judiciously tr. ed to av oid arly image 0i tsyi g to inf luenc e progranz s.
The principal focus of -thi iilstitution is c'fl rininicipal adrriinis

the training of lo al offici Is in facets of adrrlinistTatiorm arid the rende
of consultative service

ative prob1e

some research in admirr.s

Furthe rm.()

only begilming

, it is a ot prepared by N,vay

of staff competence or incl.iriation to address puldic policy is sues ev n as

limited as the relative
governing authority.

It

Mello, is fully

ef cent ralizaticin and decentzalization

vigooiis and able dire
sen

of

, JJiogo Lordello de

f the current re girlie to criti cis in

on rriatters of organization or political pro Ce 5s. The In etitution is
supported by goverrirrient funds, and therefore de iviello steers

non

controversial course which. erp1aizeS the n-uthod s anct techirique s of
administration.
Another social oci

e ins littition in Rio t at holclg settle hope for

ure policy research arid critic- float is the Uni

itute f or

y

Research of Rio de J_ neir0 headed lay competent scholar- arid good

prom ter in the person of Ch Caridido Iviencie

This is

a

ecogriized
7

acade ic institution accredited by tIle Federa1Ec1ucatiorrCouncil.
In

10

effect it is a small university devoted to accounting and bus ness ad-

rninistration. It is an inte resting example of an academic i stitution

Irazil which receives private support through gifts made to a
-1400.A

Eoujidatin set up for that purpose. It also rece ves support icor federal
govern ents, Iromn Ford Foundation and from contra ts.
S

t

rne interesting social science research underway at this institution
has to do

h

scertaining attitudes in the pi. ivate sector

on the matter of supporting research and education and attitudes of
ja

ors of society - lawyers, bankers, foreign entrepreneurs,

ncl top government offi ials toward development. A further project now

in the planni g stage,

review and evaluate the impact of t ansportation

on cle-velopinent.

This institution also

s caution in the

lection of subjects for

h s o as not to arouse the sensitivities of government leaders.
official here also express concern about the lack of a sufficient number

of highly train d social scientists, especially political scientists and
soclologists, to rneet research needs. They reaffirm sentiment expres sed
cons'

e

tly in the Brazilian academic community that there is a need

for eatsicle technical ass tance to upgrade the qualificati ns of social

and politic-1 -cientists i- 5 raziL
CEBRA.P: Cne of the most interesting and impressive academic

irstitations is found in S o Paulo. The Brazilian Center for Analysis
and Planning is of recent origin and in effcct is an outgrowth of some

the repressive actions taken by the current regime. It is composed of
approximately a. dozen social scientists, half of whom were dismissed
from Sao Paulo University by the milita y regime for acts inimical to

the public interest. Precariously the Fo d Foundation is lending support
to this group and so far there have been no rep rcussions of ote. But
the United States govern ent through AID would not dare to support the

group at this stage.
CEBBAP achieves a measure of resp ctability because so e

embers are still on the faculty at the Univers:Ay. The organization
is conducting work for the state govern ent of Sao Paulo in planning for
t

opolitan government. Research and publication by this group have

not been off eially restricted, but the members of the group frankly admit
that they are judicious in the choice of research areas. With some humor
they explained why they thought that they had considerable f eedom in

research and publicati n. They reason that the military regime (especially
the President) fears publication less than teaching because people do not

read or are less apt to be aroused t- action from reading than from exhortation in the classroom.. Police are present on the campus of the
University of Sa.0 Paulo and observe activities in the classroom. The

CEBRAP members are barred fro

_

teaching.

Another Sao Paulo research institution receiving support from Ford
and others is the Economic Research Institu e of the University of SA:0 Paulo.
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According to the chief of the technical assistance team from Vanderbilt

University at the institute, its greatest need is to upgrade the qua.lity
of the local economists.
Institutional Support: Even if the political climate were right for

free research and education on public policy issues, there v,ould. still
re ain the problem of insuring independent financial support for such

an institution. In spite of provisions for credits and exemptions

i

tax taws for *zontributio s made to educational and philanthropic org

za-

-, there is very little t -dition in Brazil for private support of educatio

With its twenty-seven reputable yea s in highe a education and

research the prestigious Vargas Foundation is still dependent almost
wholly on government support. The University Institute for Resnarch
of Rio (Candido Mendes) is receiving some s-apport from private

donatio s, but fundamentally the institution is dependent for survival on

government appropriati ns, contracts, and Ford Foundation grants.
Compounding the problem regarding independent status is the fact

that Brazil does not have the established tradition found in other Latin
American countr* s of the semi-autonomous status for state universities.

Under the current regime futher inroads are made on acade ic freedom
through direct threats and interventioiA by the government.

Nor at this stage in Brazilian development is there much hope to
be found among A -erican busineo,

17

erests for support for a policy

13

res

n even if such support were acceptable. American

private interests do contribute to education for the development of skil
such as engineering and management. But as one American business
pu

Tbe problem here is not one of problem ide

fication; it is the

development of know-how to solve proble s that is needed."
Re s

number

and Education Capabilities: Even though one meets a

sive social scientists in Brazil there is evidently no

depth of talent considering the size of the country and the scope and depth

of the problems to be addressed. Consistently the plea in the Brazilian
ac demic con-irriunity is for more technical assistance in the training and
develop ent of Brazilian social scientists. Without exception all people

queried in the acade ic community agreed that out ide technical assistance
would be needed to develop an effective policy research and education

stitution. Assis ance would be needed in two a as: research and educa ion
methodology and the develop ent of more Brazilians who possess pro-

fessional cornpeter'ze in the social sciences. One source remarked that
the diffusion of talent was serious. Therefore there ought to be some
effort made first to coo rdinato the rer earch efforts of a. number of in-

stituti ns in Rio and Sgo Paulo. Furthermore, the major need is to develop

a larger pool of vell-trained social scientists.
Recog izing this need and acknowledging that the current political
cli ate does no,: lend itself to encouraging institutional growth in neutral

18
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policy analysis, the Ford Foundation in Br zil has turned its main efforts
n the

s cience s to the c-'_velopment of social science research skills.

It has or is phasing ou.t institutional support for the Getulio Vargas
Foundation because of reservations about the quality of work and vigor

its leadership. The main thrust of the current Ford program is in the
direction of developi g social science research sk lls in people who may
utilize them in. analysis today on noncontroversial public problems and

may be prepared to address the

_e controversial public problems

when the political cli a e improves.

Hence Ford gr nts to the Uni rsity Institute for Research

o

the Post Graduate Program in Social Anthropology at the National Museum,
University of Rio, and the Institu e of Economic Research (IPE), University
of Sao Paulo, plus grants made to academic institutions in some of the other

Bra ilian states are for the development of graduate programs and for
the development of research and training materials.

urnrnary and Reco endations: Th reality in Brazil at this moment
in history is the presence of a driving push toward national self-respect
and economic development. It is a pra.g a-ric atmosphere of " doing"

"analyzing and contemplating." The horse is galloping and one had better
ride him the way he is going or be thrown.
Coupled with this dynamic development climate is a system of

governance dominated by the military and devoted to the purpose of

19
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cleansing the s ociety of democratic impurities which became embedded

in the society under past civilian leadership. So the story goes, the

former cc

about the preservation of civil liberties and the en-

coiragcment of popular participation in government and in the
economic growth seriously blunted the realization of

is of

al sel -

confidence and Brazil's potential for economic development.
Th

sent government constitutes a break with recent Br-zilian

history and to some observers terminates the myth of Brazil as a derno-

cratic state. To other interpreters of Brazilian history the regime is
temporary. But the unanswerable question is: how long will it last?

As one kno ledgeable student of Brazil puts it: "The cli ate for

American activity, whether research or action programs in education,
the social sciev.ces

distinctly unfavorable.

elfare and manpower planning in Brazil is, then,
I/

Some institutions for social science research

and education exist. But, they are not free to address some of the most

pressing public policy problems. A fur h r complicating factor is the
sense of i pending doom cur ent a ong leading scientists resulting
from the forced withdrawal of leading academics from some of the

nniversities. Above all, this is clearly not a tim., for continuing educational work among leaders on sensitive public policy issues. While

1/ "Political P'L,rticipation in Braz,l," by George Little, an analysis of
the current situation in Brazil, prepared in September 190 for the
International Development Fund.
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some research and publication on sensitive issues may be condoned,
public discussion of sensitive issues in open forum is not pos ible

under current leadership either out of fear, indifference or boredom
growing out of earlier analysis and discussion groups run by abstra t

social scientists.
On the basis of these observations the following recommendations
are made:
1. That no overt American attempt be made at this time to
encourage the development per se of a policy research and
education institution in B

2. That the best hope at the moment is to provide continuing
support to existing institutions for the development of graduate

programs in social science research and training in the hope
that at some future date the manpower developed now may be

available for pro rams of free inquiry and education on public
policy issues.
3. That AID continue to support as much as it can the program of

the Institute of Municipal Administration (IBAM) as one of the
more efficient functioning institutions today and a hope for the

future Alth ugh it limits its scope to training and research in

municipal administration, it does e phasize broad social science
techniques and may be the key to a broader policy research and
education

the future.
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REPOBT ON COLOM13IA.

Visited by James M. Mitchell
October 31 - November 6, 1970

Policy makers in the development nssistance area have, for s me
been sanguine about Colombia's potential for development. C

sequently, the United States has invested a considerable amount of funds

and technical assistance effort in this country to speed the process of
moderniza
For Colombia seems to have much going for it in terms
of its material and human resources and a recent history of political
stability. It re

s to be seen whether we are confusing surface

tranquillity, based on elite rotation at the top and either violence or
exhaustion underneath, with real stabiti y.
By reason of geography and topography Colombia has a bewildering

range of potential exports, but its trade has been largely confined to a
narrow range of items because it has not fully exploited its potential.

Its coffee is well received in the world markets, especially in the United
States; it is also an exporter of good quality sugar, rubber, bananas and

tobacco. It also has a great deal of unused arable land.
In mtherals Colombia stands thi d in Latin America in petroleum

exports. It possesses one of the largest supplies of platinum, a world
renowned resource in emeralds, a notable supply of gold and an abundant
amount of acceptable quality coal. With these elements Colombia has

quite naturally been a desirable target o our development efforts.

22

Po itical Clima e: Among countries on the South American

continent

asserted by some that Colombia is unique politically because of its
hist ry of two party government dati _g back to the latter part of the
nineteenth century. Accommodation

between liberal and conservative

parties over this span has provided a degree of surface political stability,
but one cannot overlook what is referred to as Ia violencia. between 1948

and early 1960. It is claimed that some 100 000 - 200,000 Colombians
ere slain during that pe -od in the liberal - conservative feud.
During the past year quadrennial natio al elections we e held. The

results were close, Rojas Pinella and his daughter, considered extremists
by many, made a substantial showing, and for a short time it appeared
that orderly transition in government might be denied. But the crisis
was passed without serious violence or unconstitutional acts.
The observation of some Colombians is that the count y now has
four more years of grace; but the future af er four years is a large

question mark. Ther fore, the

development of

institutional arrangements

for the independent analysis of public problems and policy alternatives
is badly needed and should be done pro ptly.

Colombia is a society with a sophisticated elite who are vigorous
and able. Considerable concern, however, was eN.pressed by leaders in
Colo

bian society during

this survey about the present lack of public

policy analysis, and about the great need for it at the earliest possible
time. Anti-Arnericanisrn is not prevalent except fro the far left, so
_
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that it seems possible that A erican efforts and assistance, if kept at low
profile, could be acceptable in efforts to develop an institution devoted to

neutral analysis and education on public policy issues.

Support: There is also some evidence that private support for a

policy research and education institution is possible to achieve. Several
responsible representatives from the private sector, one in Medellin and
two in Bogota, expressed enthusiasm for the idea f, a policy research and

education institution and indicated their intention to seek other private

support for the idea. In their opinion if the right key is struck Colombian

business int rests can be attracted to support such an institution.
Some additional financial support would probably be needed at the
st- t and this might have to be supplied by non-Colombian sources.

Acceptable sources for this financing are: American business interests
operating in Colombia, if contributions were made available after
Colo- -_bian private interests had committed th- _selves; the United Nations

Development Program and private A e ican and foreign foundations.
Direct U. S. govern ent support for the project should be low profi- e,
but U. S. support would clearly be acceptable if provided through a third

party such as a U. S. research and educational institution.
To insure success a new policy research and educat on institution

should have a solid financial base for the first five years. It is estimated
that between $100,000 - $200,000 would be needed annually to provide a

modest beginning. This would provide support for a professional staff
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at all 1 vels of approximately 15 - 20 people, plus supporting staff,

supplies and equipment and space. The esti ate for professional
is based upon a suggested minimum of $300 a month salary for a full

professional researcher or educator which would probably attract the
best available.

Available Ta ent and Tech ical As is an e Re uired: While it is
said that there are quite a number of able so ial scientists available in
Colombia, it is also the considered judgment of those interviewed that

outside technical assistance for the new institution would be highly

desirable for the first five years. The major thrust of this technical
assista ce should be in the direction of assisting the institution in the
development of over-all policy so as to insure its neutrality and quality,
and in the design and exec tion of research projects and educational

prog ams.
The consensus is that in order to achieve the desired reputation
and status it would be wise to create a new inst tut on. There are a
number of higher educational institutions in Colombia. These are of

varying quality, ho ever, and serious ques ion arises as to whether
any single one of them is adequately prepared in attitude, resources,
and talent to develop a viable and reputable policy research and edu-

on program. The National University is known to be of pa

left orientation. The University of the Andes is an elite private in-

stitution not p epar d at present in scope, nor in talent available or in
inclination to provide leadership in policy research and education.
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The Institute Colombiano de Ad

possibility in the policy educatio

stratio

Incolda presents a

but

the mnorrient.

It enjoys a good reputation for its middle management trailling programs.

It concentrates heavily on sensitivity training. With a staff of eighty and

six centers of activity it receives good support from its members in the
business corn u ity. Its emphasis, however, s on manageme t techniques

and not on the "what" of policy rnaking. The School of Business and
Finance in Medellin and FIC TEC, a new independent te chnical institute

to assist small and rnediusn size business fir s in the application of
new technologies, axe not policy- orient d but are exa ple s of p ivate

initiative in the educational

If the advantages of policy research and education are sold properly,
and if the right sources of influence in the private sector are approached

on this matter, it is entirely possible that a new institution could be
created and would be well-re c ived. Of great importance is the need

to move early in terms of the current governmental regime so that some
mpact may be had on public policy before the next nati nal electi ns.
clusions and Recommendations: There are hopeful but not

certain signs in Col mbia that the founding of an independent public

policy iesearch and education institution Is feasible. A

e public

and private leaders there is an adrniss ion of great need for such an
institutio

e evidence of understanding on their part of the concept

of independent analysis -and an expression of -willingness on the part of
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some to initiate effor s to bring such an institution into being. The underlying threat to the political stability of the country is probably the most
discouraging factor.
In a country where two conservative elite groups share a monopoly
of power, force and wealth, perhaps they can use the ter porary tranquillity

to edify themselves on some issues and respond more intelligently and
gracefully when challenged. Hopes for such a venture should not be

inflated. But the venture is worth the risk in the hope that fo. ces will be
set in motion that vill i pi-ove the process of formulating public policy.
Several irLfluential Colombians have said tha- they intend ro initiate

some organizing steps.
Recomme Ldations:

1. U. S. AID/Colombia should follow-up wi_ these gentle en and
_

offer assistance as appropriate.
Z. A y organizing committee that is created to develop organization
plans and to initiate steps to bring the InstitutIon into being should inc7ade

prominent liberals and co servatives from business, government, and
the academic world.
3. AID/Colombia should maintain a low profile in this venture, but

it should be known to an organizing group that AID is willing to offer

advice in the formation of the institution and technical assista ce to the

new institution when and if desired. This technical assistance might be
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direct, or it could take the form of a giant of money to a United States
tion which would be prepar d to y rsue a five year relationship
with the
the developrT

itution, The relationship should be one of assistance
--nt

institutional policy, the design of research projecrs

and education piograms, and training
cational techniqu
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search methodo1oy and edu-

REPORT ON BOLIVIA

Visited by F. W. Luikart
August 13-18, 197()

As one reputable private Bolivian banker put it: "The time is not

ripe here for a neutral policy research and education insti ution.

The

speaker was fa iliar with the Brookings Institution and its work, having

been a guest at the Institution some years ago. This judgment was echoed
almost universally by other Bolivian and American officials as well as

by representatives of international organizations in Bolivia. Events in
early November, with the forceful take-over of government by the Torres
regirn e, confir

ates made in August as to the unstable political

situation.

At the first meeting with U. S. AID/Bolivia mission officials the

nature and scope of this feasibility survey were fully explained. With
apology the miss on officials acknowledged that they had mIsinterpreted

the background information contained in the cables about this project.

They had unders ood the survey project to be concerned primarily w

the feasibility of encouraging institutions for research and training in

public administration. There is a going public ad inistration institution
in Bolivia known as the Superior Institu e of Public Administration (SIPA).

With some technical assistance from AID this inst tute has some modest

training accomplishments to show during its short history. Moreover,

the institution has recently been assigned a major task by the Bolivian

government, that of p- fling for the implemcntaton of the recently
adopted Comprehensive Administrative Reform Act. The

stitutuy_

director has been selected recently to be the undersecretary of the
Ministry of Planning to direct this projec
_-

Notwithstanding the rnisintelpretation as to the purpose of this

survey project, the AID mission director and his colleagues thought it
worthwhile e to proceed with the survey during the four days allot -d.

An objective opinion which would con,firni or deny their own judgments

would be helpful. Some time spent at the Institute of Ad -inistration
would alio- judgment to be rendered as to its potential for an enlarged

role in public policy work. It was also thought to be advisable to give
special attention to the program and experience of the Bolivian Institute

for Re earch and Social Action (IBEAS) since this institution more nearly
represented public policy-oriented work envisaged in connection with

this survey.
As indicated, the survey in Bolivia revealed a uniform pessimistir

appraisal of possibilities for encouraging at this ti e an institution devoted
to research and education.on public policy issues. The grounds for this
appraisal may be summarized in the following four significant conditions
found in the Bolivian society:
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1, the overwhelming predominance of gover. -ent (the public sec or),

its restrictive and repressive characteris Acs which put severP
limits on independent analysis of policy;
Z. extrei

sensitivity and antagonism to United States involvement

n any venture that would appear to influence public policy;

3 lack of understanding of the role that a neutral research and education institution can play in i p oving public policy choices;

4. lirr ed material and human resources, balanced against other
a

urgent priorities, to support such an institution.
Political Climate: Ou very perceptive political officer in the embassy

was accurate in his estimate when he said that we were "sitting on a powder
keg that could blow any

inu e." T1.t the political chi- ate in Bolivia is

extremely unstable is indicated by the double coup which took place in a

period of three or four days in earl; November. As one knowledgeable
observer put it, "Bolivia is at a stage of finding a scapegoat for its

troubles." The natu al scapegoat is composed of the "impe alists"
from the North. The nationalization of Gulf Oil interests in Bolivia has
brought on an o.,gy of nationalism. As a result it is safe to say that the

AID program in Bolivia is at a standstill, a holding operation. One high
placed American official described the situation succinctly to the effect
that the only reason for AID being in Bolivia at the present time is to

fulfill in form f not content official United States foreign policy. The

President has made a great point of the fact tha there is a special elationship be v'en the United States arid Lat
then we must also show evidence of

ca. If that be true

special relationship i

relations witE the component parts of Latin A erica. Hence, we maiiitain
AM e15sion in Bolivia even though its scope is severely restricd.

A special case that illustra es clearly the unstable political cli ate,
discouragng for neutral research and education ard antagonith toward
anything sta-nped U. S. is th tenuous s qtus of the Bolivian Institute enr

Research and Social Action. This institute was founded in 1963 by
American membe s of the Dominican 0...der to produce leaders for social

change in Bolivia. Its principal functions have been: research a d
publication on a range of social probl

s; the provision of continuing

e&ication for leaders in social ac ion groups; and counseling with social
acti Jr) groups. At one stage the institute was acceptable enough to be
inv;.ted 4,o do a research project for the Bolivian government on un-

employ,- ent in Bolivia. It has also conducted modest research projects

on various apects of soc al conditions in the rural provinces in Bolivia.
It has received grants from the Wo ld Council of Churches, contracts
from U. S. AID for studies, and private gifts from the United States.

At the t me of this visit its continued existence was stated by its

director to be precarious. His prediction in August was that it would net
last long as an independent establishment. It was being attacked by
government elements as well as students on the left for receiving money
32

from private church sour es in the United States and for the alleged

receipt of a large gift

Y1.1

Oil interests in Bolivia. The director's

prediction was born out three moflths later. Or-, November 17, 1970,
_

the New York Times reported that th3 institute had been occupied by

the students and the property and buildings had been e:Tropriated by

government decree. No report is made on the disposition of the fortyfive Boiivian members of the staf.
In a word the pol'tical climate in Bolivia is not ripe for effective

researc

,a_

lysis, and educ.tion on public policy issues. More dec. sively,

it c n be said that even a glimmer of hope in this area would be cor pletely
w ped out if American money were used to support such an activity.
Understanding and Resources: Without belaboring th case two

other elements mitigate against any effort at this ti e to encourage
policy research and education. There is a lack of sophistication in
Bolivia about the role that a neutral center for policy analysis a- d education can play. A reputable Boliv an made this point and used the

illustration of a recent effort. The Productivity Center for Development
started out with co -iderable enthusiasm and private Support. Within a
year the private support disappeared a d the institution is not presently
act ye. In the opinion of this person the self-interest motivations of

the private sector are so narrow that one could not hope to obtain private
support for a public policy institution in five years or even ten years.

Finally, there would be the problem of staffing an institution, Best

esti ates are that it would talc. e a considerable period of time to develop
the research and educa ion competence irnong Bolivians to convert a

public policy institution into a truly local institution. Social science skills

are scarce and modest in quality. According to the United Nations
Development Program representative a whole generation of top-level
professional people have migrated from Bolivia due to unstable political

conditions. For twenty years the United Nations and the Organization
of American States have been providing rescairces to train and upgrade

professional people in Bolivia. Twen y-five percent of the United Nations

progra

has been devo ed to this cause. Yet it is difficult to trace where

the people who have benefited by these progra s are. Certainly a majority

of them are not in Bolivia.
Rec

mendation: That AID not consider taking any s eps to foster

and encourage a public pol cy research and education institution in Bolivia.

REPORT ON CENTRAL AMERI CA

Visited by F. W. Luikart
August 19-22 , 1970

Costa Rica

Costa Rca is dis inctive among Latin A erican countries and
especially among the Cent al Amrican group in a ziumber of respects.
Its population of approximately 2 million is composed almost entirely
of people of European heritage, primarily Spanish it has no native

Indians; it is the second mo. rapidly gro ing economy in all of South
America with a seven percent growth

te; its population growth rate

is descending; and its income distribution is such that 't is so

referred to as a "middle clas

e

nation. In addition, it has a history of

effective democracy since 1948.

Political Clii ate: The general poli ical climate in Costa R ea is
favorable for the conduct of independent research and education on public

problems and public policy issues. Were it not for other factors, discussed
later, one could be enthusiastic about encouraging and assisting an in-

stitution devoted to this pu pose.

A strong, freely elected representative legislature prevails in
Cos a Rica. Free criticism of public policy and free association

of

people in common interest groups are protected rights. No military
establishment is maintained, a unique feature among all nations and

especially Latin American countries. Only five per ent of the national

budget is allotted to the police function and there is a heavy dedication of
the nation al. resoc-ces to social, economic, and educational services. In

essence, Costa Rica can be described as

gem" of a free society in a

troubled area of the world.

'rhere a

significant reaso

however, why major effor and

resources -hould not be expended bv the United States directly to develop

and nurture an independent policy research and education instituth-m in

Costa Rica. From a praLtieal standpoint, Costa Rica, due to size, location
and importance does not loo

arge in our national security consic'-rations.

It could be considered more significant in a central American regional

context, an issue which is discussed later.
Sources o

A major stumbling block to the development of

an instituti n with which this study is concerned is the problem of obtaining

local support. Major, if not complete, local support in the beginning would
have to be obtained from the government. Costa Rica has a stro g trachtion

of autonot ous agencies such as the university, the electric power, water,

and social security agencies. Although created by govern ent and in some
s ances receiving major support from govern _ ent, these agencies are

arranged legally and ad inistratively so as to insulate then in a large
degree from the vagar. s of political influence. Neve theless the initial
decision to support an independent and critical policy research and education institution must be made in a pol tical setting where the idea must

vie with allocations to other priorities in a country with limited resources.

The level of continued support would also have to be made in this same

political setting thereby i pinging on the freedom of the institution in

attacking critical p oble
Some measure of the financial barriers that have to be hurdled by
such an institution is revealed in the response of one political leader.
He u de s ood the concept underlying such an institution and subscribed
to the idea that it would be useful in Costa Rica; but he felt that government
support would not go beyond $20,000425,000 a year. This represents

between one eighth and one quarter of the annual income estimated to be

required to support a modest institution in Costa Rica.

As far as could be ascertained private sector support for an institution iould be nil, especially in the beginning. There is little or no
t adition of private giving for public educational efforts and it is es i ated

that it would take a number of yea s for an institution to develop a

reputation that might attract such aifts. Similarly, support from A_ erican
business interests in Costa Rica, if the decision is made solely by local
United Sta es representat ves th --e, would be minuscule in comparison
with need.

Adding to this dismal o __look is easily accessible evidence of

rust between the business, government, and academic communities.
The private sector would look with jaundiced eye on the univer- ty if

government support were thrown in that direction. The academic
community would be suspicious of an institution supported solely by
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private interests and so would governincnt. And some segmen s of the
business community would have serious reservations about the neutrality

of any research znd education institutwn which is solely supported by
government.
Evidence of tl-is LLtter attitude was clearly revealed in conversations

with office s and members of the Board of Trustees of tl e Nati nal Association for Economic Developmcnt (ANFE). This is an organization

composed of business and professional leaders who meet for educational

purposes and publish articles and other materials, the general theme of
wbich is opposition to govern ental interference in private enterprise

activities.
Finally, underlying the problem of support, direct United Sta es

government suppo t for a policy research and education institution for
any extended period of time would understandably create some suspicion

and mistrust unless there were ingenuous conditions provided in the
support arrangements. In Costa Rica the United States is looked upon
with generally high regard, in contrast to the unhidden anti-Americanism
ny South American countries. But even this good xvill would be

severely tested if U ited States support were necessary on a long-run

basis. Best estimates are that to create an effective and co: ete
organization, th ee quarters of the needed $100,000 - $150,000 per year
w uld have to come from the United States (or outside) and the support
would have to be forthcoming for five to ten years. This is not de
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5

Technical Co

-rice: A third discouraging element in the picture

is the limited manpower resources of the caliber needed to staff an

effective policy re earch organization. One is favorably i pressed with
a numbe of social scientists found in the academic world and their work

gives evidence of some of the quality that would be required in an in-

stitution devot d to public policy issues. On the other hand, those who

are considered to pos ess social science research competence of the
qual ty de ired are spread thinly to meet the needs and demands of the
society. The first problem, not insurmountable but difficult, would be
to identify a person of sufficient prest ge to head the insti ution. There
aro not a large number from whom to choose.
Assuming on the basis of best esti a es ava-lable that an institution
composed of approximately eight prof ssionals would be all that the

ociety could support at the start, a fairly sizeable proportion of that
staff would be co posed of outside technical assistance representatives.

There is gener l agreement a ong those intervie ed that fore ost
among the outside help required would be a full-ti e person who is
knowledgeable about research design on public policy problems. A

reput ble person who possesses this compe enee would be required to

give assistance to the director of the institution in the beginning and

for a per od of at least three years. Perhaps the equivalent of two more
persons from outside Costa Rica would be needed on a continuous basis
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for the first _three years to assist in showing the way in public policy
research techniques and in public policy education.
Summary and

In terms of political climate and

ou look, Costa Rica is susceptible to unde standing

d accepting

concept involved in the establishmen- of n independent neutral center
ic

advanced study and education on public policy prQblems. Such an

institution would undoubtedly thr ve if a sufficient amount of local private

support were available. But factors such as shortage of local private
financial resources and social science competence force one to conclude
that Costa Rica is not an appropriate country for extensive effort by
AID to encourage a public policy research and education institution.

It is therefore reco n ended that AID not expend resources to
encourage such an institution.

In the larger setting of the Central American Region, Costa Rica
would be a key factor in the develop- ent of a --new institution. The
problems involved in the regional approach are many and are discussed

later.
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Guatemala

Significant and obvious dissimilarities exist between Guate ala
and Costa Rica in social, economic, and political structure. For instance,

the Guate alan population is ethnically and econo ically one of great

contrasts. Approxi ately half of the people are native Indians; the other
half are of European extraction primarily Spanish. A large proportion
of the native population live in a primitive subsistence economy; the other

half in a modern cash economy. Great contrasts in economic status are
noticeable between extreme poverty and extreme affluence.
In the world of thought and approach to problems one Is i pressed

with the validity of a generalization about Guatemala made by a highly
placed and knowledgeable United States official: "Guatemala is a position-

oriented society ith positions narrowly parochial and little merIt is
assigned to the intellectual and analytical approach to problem solving."

Political Climate: In general it may be said that Guate:_ala is a
free society v h freedom of expression in all forms, limited repression
of association and publication, and with a reasonably unrestricted

legislative body and a free and independent judiciary. But qualities of

reason and object ve analysis seem to he missing ingredients among
Guatemalans in approaching public problems.

Politics Is a serious game here. It is "played for keeps' so that
it is literally correct to say that political leaders actually commit their
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lives to their professions. As one individual put

's fair play to kill

poli cians." This seems _o be an accepted value and there is an extensive
record of violence on this score.
A small revolutionary group known as FAR seems to be the perpe-

trator of most of the political violence that goes on. This violence extends
beyond the domestic arena to the kidnapping and killing in recent years

of more than one diplomat accredited to Guatemala. As a result of this

threat high placed Amer can offi ials are usually surrounded with heavy
guard in their homes and in their movements around Guatemala. This

eates a pall of uncertainty over the lives of our representatives with
repercussions on their confidence and enthusiasm as they go about their
relations with Guatemalan officials in the economic and technical

assistance areas.
Institution-Building and Sup=t: The current AID director has
been on the scene for about a year. He possesses considerable knowledge
about Latin America from past experience and sees some hope for policy

research and analysis in the Guatemalan scene in spite of many short-

comàgs. He recognizes, however, that such an institution will have to
be developed with government support. This immediately raises questions
about the neutrality, objectivity, and independence of the institution.
At the moment he is pushing a proposal to have AID underwrite,
with a sizeable grant of approximately $500,000, a National Development
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Center. This center would be related to the Fresidents office and would
have two principal functions. One would be to coordinate and serve as a

clearinghouse of infor ation and logistic support for both public and
private agencies dealing with development problems in Guate _ala. The
other ingredient would be the establishment of an "Issues and Action
Foundation ' which would make research grants to individuals and groups

who are committed to certain defined areas of social sc .ence research.

It would be to this latter program that AID would make the grant. An educational activity on public policy issues could, in his opinion, readily be
added to this in titution.
Financial Support: There seems to be small hope that private funds

could be attracted to the e tablishment of a nonpartisan research and education institution. Nor does there appear to be a gli me of hope that
private funds would be available to join with public funds for this purpose.
This is evidence of the position-oriented society referred to earlier. The

attitude expressed in Guatemala seems to be that education ins itutions
should exist to promote a point of view, an economic philosophy or a

social theory. Private interests look with deep suspicion on San Carlos
University as oriented strongly to the left. A somewhat similar disregard
is expressed about other privately supported institutions of higher edu-

cation - one Jesuit, one Protestant, and one secular.
Further evidence of this schism between the private sector and
academia and the private and public sectors is found in the current effort
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by a local successful entrepreneur and economist to build a new private

university of excellence. As he describes it, this institution will be
priva ely supported and will address public policy problems from a

private free enterp "se "anti-socialist" point of view. It is his claim
that as much as a million dollars or more wIll be raised from local
contrIbutors in the private sector. He also ass rts that the mini u
gift accep ed to date is $7000. This e trepreneur has been the principal
backer of a Center for Social and Economic S udies founded twelve years
ago for the purpose of p opagating the advantages of the free market

economy and to revealing, as he describes it, the "economic
lation of the socialist theoris

.scalcu-

Assuming that he is successful in rai ng $1 million, this will be
evidence that private funds for public policy education and research

would be available. However, it is also evident that these private funds
will not join wIth govern ent funds to establi h a neutral policy research

inst tution because of prevalent suspicion on the part of the private
sector about government control. Further o e, this is abundant evidence

to the effect that existing academic institutions are looked upon by the

vate sector a "hot beds" of socialist-Marxist economic and social
theories and programs.
In this atmosphere there appears to be little that AID can do to
foster a neutral independent institution. Perhaps AID's best course
would be to support interest group institutions if a balance of forces
can be identified.
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-.3.tyJaE22.1.:11--..5s_s) There are also serious li 'tations on the

reservoir of social science academic talent in Guatemala. One person
intervie ed, whose judgment is based on solid knowledge of the
Guatemalan scene, estimated that between fifteen and twenty social

scientists

ight be identified as reasonably competent men umier our

standards. Furthermore, the

general level of education

in these fields

at the local universities lea -es much to be desired. This lack of local
competence is gen- ally confirmed by others interviewed including
Guatemalan academic people. In

of technical assistance fro

consequence, a

considerable amount

outside would be needed to staff a new policy

research institution. This action would run smack into another prejudice
if the outsider- --ere Americans. FOr here there is an undercurrent
of mistrust about American social scientists expressed along these
lines: "The Guatemalans have been studied too much by A- ericans."
Summary and Reco-- endations: One cannot be sanguine
about the

possibilities of building a truly nonpartisan and independent policy
research and education institution in Guatemala. Lack of strategic
mportance of the country to United States national security interests
and the position-oriented nature of the society on social issues mitigates

against the sizeable expenditure of effort and resources which would be
needed to launch a viable institution. It would be much better
to consider
Guatemala as an element in the larger picture of a Central American
effort in which the joining together of li ited individual resources might

in combination be sufficient to provide a good base for the long run effective-

ness of such an InstitutIon.
Standing alone Guatemala lacks: (a) the sophistication to support
and encourage independent analysis of public problems; (b) the tradition

of comm -ication among sectors of the society on public issues; ( ) the
talent and level of competence in the social science community to conduct
quality of research and education needed without

great deal of tutelage

and assistance; and (d) the evidence of pr vate resources ava lable for
commitment ro such a venture - either alone or in conjunction with
government support.
It would seem more advisable for AID to continue and even enlarge

technical assistance programs devoted to training in social science

dge and research skills and to assisting local academic institutions
to upgrade graduate training programs in these fields.
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Central Amer can Approach

Most knowledgeable s u ces a information about Central America
agree that the ideal approach would be to encourage a joint effort a ong the five

Central American states ( ith Panama perhaps participa ng) to build a
policy research and education institution. Advantages to a regi nal

approach are: grea er ease with which a totally new inst. tution might
be starte d, thus avoiding conflicting jealousies among existing institutions

which would surface in a single national effort; greater freedom from
local national government, control over projects greater acceptance of

American aid for the project since impingement on national sovereignty
and national feelings would be diluted, and a com unity of interest among

the five states in a number of i portant public policy problems.
Among the disadvantages would be: difficulty, if not the i- p- ssibility,

of obtaining cooperation among the states to support the institution; the

proble:- of locating the institution so as not to injure the nat onal pride

of any of the states; the threat of focussing on less real and germane
policy proble _s that are significant to the region in order to avoid
conflict.

An additional practical problem to be faced is: where can a "handle
be found to hang the project on?

It is far more simple to get agreement

on the values and advantages of a regional institution than it is to devi e

the plan and strategy to actually establish the institution. How would one
go about it? .That is the telling question.
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It is said that Guate_ ala -ight endorse it, but insist on its location
in Guatemala because of pride about b ing the largest, wealthiest and

most important of the Central A_ erican states. Costa Rica might be

enthusiastic because it sees value in Central American cooperation.
But it might be fe- rful of Guatemalan influence over the instituti-n. It

is reported that there

.

ight be no serious opposition to the idea but a

great deal of apathy in Honduras and El Salvador.

These reports are indica ive of the real problems faced in trying
to invent a regional policy research and educat on insti ution. American
officials at ROCAP and in the U. S. AID -As ion endorse the idea of a

regional institution as the ideal way of attacking public problems common

to five small states whose resources are limited. The idea has been
considered in the past but nothing happens beyond the idea stage because

everyone is brought up short at the next st p, namely, how to go about
doing it.

Most of those interviewed agreed that it would be far easier to

develop a regional policy institution by grafting this function on to an

existing institution, rather than starting over from scratch. As one
reviews existing regional organizations -ith this in mind, one finds few
gli_

-rs of hope.
ASUCA is the organization of the five state universities. Few people

view this organization ith any optimism as the body to rely on to foster
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a r gional policy organization. Its main program has been to accredit on
a regional basis certain professional pr grams given in. the individual
aniversities, such as veterinary medicine given at San Carlos University,
Guatemala. Beyond that ASUCA has shown no interest and made no effort

to develop a regional research competence. This body's leadership is
weak by design, and its prestige and standing in the eyes of the Central

Am rican private sector leaves much to be desired.
ROCAP, as a going regional organization on common market problems,

cannot be considered because it is an arm of the Unit d States govern-

A regional enviromnental symposium project is being assisted by
the U. S. National Academy of Science. There seems to be some hope

that this may be the forerunner of a more regional cooper tive approach
to scientific and technological projects. So e of the five Central American

cou tries have local national academies of science upon which to build a
cooperative program in technological development. Some interesting
guides in cooperat ve problem solving may emanate from this venture.
Mr. Harrison Brown of the National Academy may be helpful in describing

the pros and cons of this program.
Finally, and perhaps the most hopeful regional educational ins ution
in being is the Central A
n Institute of Business Administration,
attached to the University of Ma agra, Nicaragua. The School of Business

at Harvard University is providing technical assistance to this institution.
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Testimony received fr

ho know indicates that this program

has had so e success as a regional venture in educati n. This survey
did not include a visit to the Managra institution so that a first hand

appraisal cannot be given as to the current state of that program and
the prospect, if any, of graftthg on a reg onal policy research and education function. Mr. George Lodge is reputed to be interested in this
project and one of the p
e m vers in its origin. Prior to the completion

of this project it is hoped that further in1orrnaion may be obtained from
Mr. Lodge which will permit a better estimate of prospects for this

program.
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REPORT ON KOREA

Visited by James M. Mitchell
August 20-28, 1970

Among the countries selected for this easibility survey Korea is

unique in that major steps have already been taken tO establish an
itution devoted to research and education on public policy issues.
The establishment of a Korea Development Institute was first
di cussed by AID and Korean officials in 1968. The idea languished for
awhile and then in April 1970, at the suggestion of the U. S. AID Director,
a joint working committee of Korean and U. S. AID officials began a

concerted effort to refine a statement of public policy research needs

and the organizational characteristics of an institution that might meet
these needs.
By August 1970 the discussions reached.fruition in the form of a

draft la

a draft of the enforce

nt decree and draft articles for the

organization and operation of a Korean Development Institute. On the

17th of August, just prior to our visit, enabl

_g

legislation for the

Institut- was approved by the cabinet. As of tha. time the proposed
legislation was being considered by committees of the National Assembly
and was expected to be enacted in the near future. The exact status of

the 1 gislation and the Institute is not known as this report is being

prepared.
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Analysis a Proposal: The advanced stage of the proposal to

establish a pol cy research and education instituin in Korea required
that the s -vey take a different tack in Korea than that followed in other

countries. The course of inquiry that seemed to be most profitable
pointe

(a) analyzing the pending proposal for strengths and weaknesses

as compared to an "ideal" model of a policy ins: -ution; and (b) assessing
the general political and social climate in Korea for indications

of

possible success or failures of the institution in reaching the objectives
set for i t.
Koreans and Americans who worked jointly on the project,proposal

clearly reached agree --ent as to the need for a pol cy research and education institution. Throughout the document there is a liberal sprinkling

of com- ents on this matter, such as:
"The need for competent and continuing research on public
policy in Korea is clear."

"The need for competent research on public policies to be
available to the executive offices of government is unquestioned."

"The institutional structure within the Korean government for
research on public policy is not strong."

"...The Institute can make an important contribution to the
development of democratic processes in Korea. Through public
discussion of policy issues...The Institute can introduce a forum
for interchange of ideas" [among different segments of the society].
The alternative of building policy research and education in an

existing institution, the university, was considered and it was concluded

that disadvantages outweight the advantages. The insulat on from gove

ment of a university-based policy institute is considered an advantage but
see s to be far outweighed by such factors as:

- the strictures imposed on its independence by the administrative

processes of the university;
- jealousy among existing universities for designation as the host
of the new institu e;

- unrest that would result from unequal pay administra ion as
between university staff and institute staff;

- tendency to regard an institute attached to a university primarily

as an educational rather than a research institute.
Among the characteristics recognized as essential to a viable and
effective policy institution is autonomy in both fi cal and policy matters.

On the fiscal side the proposal calls for the creation of an endowment
fund of approximately 9 million dollars. AID's direct contribution in
dollars would a o nt to app

ately $1.6 million. Korean government

contribution would make up the balance and would include the value of the

land contributed. Slightly over $4 million of this would co e from Korean-

owned counterpart funds. Interest on the endowment is e

-ated to provide

the institution with about $1,000,000 per year income, depending on prevail-

ing interest rates.
Additional govern---ent support seems to be anticipated in the provision

that permits the ins itu ion to accept "budgetary support" from govern ent
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"or other legit'

a

donors for its operating and research activities."

However, the institute would be prevented from accepting contracts

with individual or private organizations for the conduct of particular

research projects. The outright denial of this contracting privilege
s probably necessary even th ugh other provisi

co ld be tnade to

preserve autonomy even with the accep ance of contracts.
Since the source of original financing of the institute is governmen

it is felt, evidently, that government representatives should have at least
five of the n ne seats on the board of d rectors. On the surface, at least,
this comprorriises the principle of ind p ndence and autonomy. However,
the directors wouLd have authority to approve annual budgets and expenditures without going through the normal governnent budgetary approval

process. Public accountability is to be achieved through a public reporting
process on program and financial operations.
The proposed law endors s the principle of protection of the scholar

in his research from outside influences and the right of "free publication"
of research findings by the institute.. The only standard to be applied
by the board of directo s in accepting or rejecting research publications

is quality of the research. Rey to achieving protection of this freedom
n publication will be the attitudes and actions of the board of directors

and the nature of the internal procedures of the institute. Careful
attention should be devoted to the development of the bylaws.

5

Fina

e proposed law provides for an interesting organizational
arrangement for the selection of research subjects. A xese rch advis
Y,

committee, representing various segments of the community, vi1l advise
the managing director of the insti

e on this mw,:ter. If this group is

c mposed of representative, knowledgeable and pre s 'gious members of
the Korean corn unity, it can have significa t influence on the re earch

progra

he institutes and it can be instrumental in building ac e ta ce
and prestige for the prograrn.

Assessment of the Political Cli

obse vations confirm the

finding whi h underlies the project proposal that there is a x c gnized need
among Korean leaders for an independent institute devoted to research
and education on public policy issues. There is a tell:rig need for a bridge
between the academic community and government and business. The central

is ue is: how independent and autonomous could such a

the present political clirriate in K

e be, given

ea? Also, accepting the fact that the

ideal model of independent research and education cannot now be achieved,
is there enough tolerance and support in the socie y to create an institute

that can have some impact for "g

d" on public policy proble

The answer seems to be clearly yes." The institutional mode
can be created will, be a compromise with the ideal but in the words of the

project proposal, it can be expected to contribute to democratic policymaking in Korea through its inclusion of representation of significant
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interest groups in the selection of research topics and in the consideration
of research findings and recommendations.
The governrrient sector is an overwhelming force in the Korean

society, and it ecercises controls in areas that are free in the United States.
True independe ce for an institute of this sort is not possible today. Never-

theless, there are hopeful signs that encourage optimism in respect to the
project. Not only is there a recognition of need among leaders 4. or pol cy
research and education at this stage in Korean development, there is an
understanding of the concept of free research and free education and the
contribution this can make to economic and social prog ess. The possibili-

ties are best on the economic side because Korea is basically a capitalistic
economy and a free market syste ; there is same latitude for entr
neurial choice, and choices have to be made

a

PT

ong econoniic polic

alternatives. There is also a recognit on that industry and government
must cornmu cate be

er

with each other. Research and educat on on

more se itive social and political policy issues should develop if the
_

new institute builds prestige and acceptance by the early choices that
are made and through the quality of its product.
anpower and Technical Ass

ance: Another favorable factor is

the availability of talent in Korea. Good scholars, especially in economics,

are available in 1orea and many more Koreans trained and living in the
United States could be attracted to the new institute if salaries offer d
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are adequate and scholarly research opportunities are evident. Technical
assistance would still be needed from the outsicie, especially in the early

yea s to guide the design of research and educat on policies and projects
and to enhance the prestige of the institute. American influence is

accepted and desired. German and British influence are also acceptable.
Probably the best results would co e from the selection by Koreans of
an Arnerican, German or B itish institution to s rve as a continuing
technical assistance backs op for the first three to five for

rive years

of this institu e.
Finally, another step has already been taken in Korea that is

encouraging for the over-all research climate and paves the way for

a.

policy research institute, The Korean Institute for Science and Technology
has recently been established. It is well f nanced with an endowment and
with organizational arra ge en s similar to those proposed for the policy
ute. The Battelle Institute of Columbus, Ohio, serves as the technical

assist nce agent on a sizable contract. It is rep rted that able Korean
scientists are returning from the United States to work at the new technical
institute.
Conclusions and Recom endations: The in tiative shown by Ko ans
conjunction with U. S. AID/Korea in proposing the creation of a Korean
Develop _ ent Institu e should be encouraged at the Washington level.

Limitations on the immediate success of the proposed inst tute are present

and have been noted. On balance however, the possibilities of contributing
to the forrriulation of better public policy through this institute are worth
the invest ent proposed. Some of the limitations may be reduced if

certain actions are taken in the fo mative stage. To that end the following
recom lendations are

ade:

1 . Encourage Korean efforts through revision of tax laws and

promotional effor s to attract free private support for the new
institute
2. Without additional private support immediately available,

encourage the leadership of the new institute, if and when established,
to undertake programs wholly within the income of the original
endowment so that additional government suppo t with accompanying

controls need not be sought;

3. Encourage Koreans to revise the proposed legal provision

for representation on the board of directors so that the majority
of the nine board members are chos n from the private

ctor;

4. Give every assistance possible to the recruitment and
selection of an executive director of the institute who possesses
a strong sense of intellectual integrity and courage, competence

n administration and a pre tigious reputation in Ko ea;
5. Devise internal bylaws and procedures so as to pro ect the
freedom and integ

y of the scholar such as drawing a clear distinction

between the authority of the board of directors to approve research
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and educational progra s and pr jects before undertaken, but

eserving the decision whether or not to publish results or
conduct programs to the full-time executive director. This
should help to insulate the scholar from unwarranted pressure
that might be exe ted by members of the board who do not devote

full time to the .nstitute;
6. Encourage an early effort in the institute to balance its

res arch so that economic studies are not over

phasized;

7. Encourage the leadership of the new institute to balance

research with educational conferences and seminars for leaders
in public and private life to encourage dialogue among the segments
of Korean society and to insure that research findings are brought
to the policy- akers;
8. On Korean initiative and with co _plete acceptability to the

Koreans AID should make a technical assistance grant to a competent
institution in the United States to provide backstopping assistance

and program guidance during the first three to five years. A rough
estimate of the amount needed is approximately $200,000 a year.

REPORT ON THE PHILIPPINES

Visited by James M. Mitchell
August 30 - September 4, 1970

A prevailing popular view of the Philippines is that the country

suffers from an excessive population growth rate, an unsatisfactory
econo- _ic growth rate, an unresponsive po itical system plus increasing

crime and corruption and a menacing insurgency. Yet, a recent Rand
Corporation report to AID goes on to assert that

_:ajor por ion of this

discourag ng view is based on inaccurate percepti ns.

"The Philippines has been vi

ed as a nation in crisis partly

because of the kind _f information produced by the Philippine reporting

systems. Although its performance is adequate (political and econo- ic),
it ill be difficult far the country to do very much better unless infor-

mation systems are more closely a ticulated with policy making". z
Policy Re sear

Need

This li ited survey as to the

feasibility of developing a policy research and education institution i

Philippines supports the finding that perceptions of the Philippines as a
nation in c isis, unstable politically, stagnant economically and seriously

unsettled socially are inaccurate and confirms the serious need for the
devel pment of better inlormation about the society which can be used in
policy- aking. Moreover, there is an honest recognition among Philippine

"The Crisis of Ambiguity: Political and Economic Development 1n The
Philippines". A report prepared for the Agency for International

Development by the Rand Corporation, January 1970.
Ibid.
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leaders in both the public and private sectors that an independent ins itution
devoted to neutral analysis of public problems and the dissemination of

infor- ation about these problems

_uld fill a serious gap in the pol cy-

making process.

Not only is the need recognized, but t ere also appears to be understanding among these leaders of the concept of independent analysis and

education regarding public policy issues. Th y are not unaware of the
reality of the findings of the Rand Coi nration survey that there is a
significant degree

of congruence between the vie

of the public and

the politicians." A major national problem is that the politicians are
victims of a very poor infor ation system on public proble s.
The Philippines also offers an open socie y, a necessary condition
to developing a viable and effective public policy research and education

institution. The right of habeas corpus is protec ed; the press is free
even though it is regar .ed as biased, politically motivated and possibly

directed; and free associa ion of persons with common interests is per-

ed and protected. In essence the climate is ripe for a free institution
which would develop facts about public problems a-id provide a fo

for dissemination of needed infor
Support: The consensus among those interviewed is that a policy

institution of the nature considered in this survey should best be financed

in large measure from private sources. The considered opinion of many
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people is that this is possible under certain conditions. If as much as
twenty percent of the annual budget of somewhere betw en $300,000 and
$500,000 could be guaranteed for five years at the start, possibly from

a foundation or an organization of the United Nations, the general feeling

seemed to be that the remaining eighty percent could be rais d annually
through contributions from the private sector, although some Philippine

gover ment help might be a possibility.
Some leading Filipinos think that the necessary support can be
obtained and have said that they will pursue the idea. The United Natiam
or the World Bank would be acceptable sources for this endowment grant
and the United Nations Develop ent Program has funds to support this

sort of activity if the Philippine government N.ve-J'e to request them.
Technical

ce: Official Amneñcan endowment or a direct

grant for a policy institution would probably not be acceptable. Rightly

rongly ours is the colonial power image. Our continued maintenance
of large Air Force and Naval bases in the Philippines under treaty rights

serves to encourage a degree of anti-Americanism. However some
technical assis ance from the United States rk ght be graciously accepted
in a young institution. Also acceptable would be scholars from Australia

or an advanced country in Europe to assist in the design and d
of research and education programs.

4

Most of those intervie-- ed expressed the view that a policy resea_ h

and education insti --ion in the Philippines would probably be better off

if established separ-te from any existing institutions. However, re

ion-

ships with an institution like the University of the Philippines and the
Council for Economic Development sh uld be provided whe eby scholars

in those institutions could be associated with the new i--stitutions on a

project by project basis.
Some members of the staffs of existing institutions would have to

be attracted to the new institution on a full time basis. This process would

take from the best universities some of their very able talent vhich is not

in grea.- supply. Even then, it is esti a ed that technical assistance from
outside the Philippines will be needed for at least five years in order to

nsure the quality of the research and educa_ion products. As one source
put t: there are many reasonably able scholars in the social sciences in

the Philippines but few are _f the top quality required to build the reputation
of a new hst tution.

Summary and Recommendations: The po.it cal cli ate is ripe and

the need is recognized for a policy research and education institution in

the Philippines. Lead- s in the private and public sectors express interest
and a willingness to promote the establishment of such an institution. There
is also an expression of confidence in the Philippine community that competent

local leadership for such an institution is available, recognizing hat some
outside technical assistance vould be desirable for several years in order
to insure the quality

he product of such an institu on.
r' 4

A major ing edient required to launch such an institution would be
a guaranteed income approaching $100,000 for five years. Confidence is

expressed that if such a gift were forthcoming, the needed additional
funds could be raised from the private sector. With this financial support

it is estimated that a modest but effective institution could be established.
The source and availability of the guaranteed income is the critical

issue. Although a direct U. S. Government cant ibution would not be

acceptable, a grant from a private U. S. foundation, a subsidy from the
United Nations parent organization, or any of its constituents, and limited
Philippine govern_ ent support would be entirely welcome. The major hope,

then, rests in the private sector, since direct Philippine government
financing of the institution might cast a cl ud of suspicion over its neutrality

a d independence. Several private Philippine citizens have indicated interest
the project and they should be encouraged by the U. S. AID/Philippines
mission.

Moreover, there i- agreem nt that the institution

established

could undertake work for the Philippine government under contract as long

as the income derived therefrom does not represent the major support.
Finally, if support for the founding of a policy resea ch and education
itution is obtained it should be established as a new institution, unattached to any existing ed cation insti utions. Its prestige must be acquired

by the selection of a director with recognized competence and by the quality
its product. Existing academic institutions, and possibly the gave nment,

D could be helpful by providing grants for this assistance.
Reco

endati n

1. AID should continue conversations with key individuals in:er-

vie- ed in this survey to encourage their interest and efforts in
seeking and obtaini g an endo

Z. AID should exhibit wiLingness to render technical advice and

assistance, if sought, regarding the design and development of
the organ zation and program of a policy r search and education
institution.

3. When esth1ished, the tnstittion should be encouraged by AID
ek technical assistance L2ants to attract outside experts to

assist in developing policy research and education progra s.

REPORT ON PAKISTAN

Visited by F. W. Luikart
September 29 - October 11, 1970

The c rrent political scene in Pakistan is one of hope but in a state
of uncertain flux. Foi the first time in the history of independent Pakistan
a genera,

tiD was held

assembly. Uncertainty as
prevalent at the tim

rly Dec -ab-r to elect a constituent

h r the scheduled election would be held,

our visit, has been resolved. But there is a second

uncertainty relating to the outcome of constitittion drafting by this assembly
a d whether or not it will be acceptable to the cur ren
ry
e.
ce January 1970 political activity by civilian groups
p epara
tion for the election had been allowed for
in a number of

years. Party organizations were revived, party lists w re announced in
the fall, after what seemed to some to be endless dela); and bargaining
among parties for consolida ed efforts took place without too -uch success.
The prediction in October was that tl e Awami Party, lead by Sheik

Mujibur Rah an, in East Pakistan would pr bably draw a strong pl rality
in the election. Speculation then centered on whether Sheik
Rahrnan
eolAd forge a coalition with one of the parties in West Pakistan
to control
the assembly a id insist upon condiii ns in the
new constitution which
w uld provide for provincial autonomy.
The elections on December 7 actually gave the Awarm party an
outright majority. Whether this surpnisng success will encourage Sheik
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Mujib to demand a greater degree

oi

-ovincial auto -omy for East

Pakstan than is acceptable te President Vahy Khan remains to be seen.
He may see advantages in compromising demands for outright autono
in order to occupy a position _f pco.ver and Ica mship over the h le state
_

of Pakis- n. 1i: not, and if he presses de _lands for autonomy t Jo far, the
result could b- serious setback to constitu icn al go
Pakis

Pre
political

-Tat

current uns

situation 1n Pakistan limited the inciu-iry to a preliminary and

tentative probing operation. Of necessity, serious limitations were placed
the depth and sources of inquiry because of the extreme caution that had

to be obse v d in dealing with govern ent p- er centers. As a result,
contacts with government sources and the power elitc were li _Ted and

cautious. More definitive

d precise conclusions about the prospect of
encouraging a policy research and educati
activity- in Pakistan must
await a more in-depth inquiry following, and depending upon, the outcome
of the deliberations of the constituent assembly.

Pal stan Goveinmcnt Approval: Any steps tab en officially by the
United Stat

government to as ist a policy research and education

ins

n(s) in Pakistan will require appr al of -he Pakist
re nment.
The most accessible means by which such an activ
vould be assist- d
by the United States is through the al ocation of a block of counterpart
funds sufficient in amount to insure continuing income and a deg

independence. To accomplish this a care
which will sti

egy must be designed

spected Pakistan elements to influence the power

centers in the Pakistan goverz-irnerit to Initiate and support the propos Is.
This survey did not go m o sufficient depth to permit a careful definition
f the strategy which should be employed, nor to identify the
power centers
which must be touched . In any event, both the strategy and the centers of
power may be significantly alte

d by the results of elections. A follow-up
visit for this purpose may be deemed appropriate when the results of
the constituent assenibly are revealed.
_East-Wes

ivision: (A) If the ele io

bring some semblance of con-

stitutional partIcipatory government and some political stability, and (B)
if it were then decided that the United States might officially assist policy
research and education activities in Pakistan, very careful consideration
be given to the following issues:

- whether to encourage a sin

national policy research and edu-

cation in- titution;

- whether to encourage two institutions, one in the West and one in
the East;

- whether, if decentralization is further encouraged under a new
constitution, institutions in each of the provinces would be more
acceptable, or

whe her a pluralistIc appro,ich would be feasible and acceptable,
the encouragenient of interest group research and education centers
fur industry, labor, farmers, etc.

Impressions received from this preliminary survey lead to the
tentative conclusion
he least controversial approach to the Ea stWest issue is for
education in-

es to encourage t o policy research and
utions, oie in the West and one in the East. Each would at

the start have to have considerable auto o y. Organization and authorit
mechanisms might be h 1
original act which would provide a means
for eventual coordination of the t o institutions from a national point on
common problems. This might be accomplished by the creation of a
national allocation and coordinating board with eno gh a mbiguity in its
charter to permit limited and expanding authority over the work of the

institutions as the reality o a national approach perri

Pakistan None of he c.isting universities in the West seem
to be geared ut present to provide the right" sort of flexible climate in
which a policy research and education institution could flourish. The
typical inflexibilities and. bureaucratic limitations in univeslties are
found in Pakistan and provide threats to free fun tiorang of such an

institution and hazards to full utilization '-,f resources that might be made
available for this purpose.

The mos e, .ting existi g institution in West Fakistan is the
Pakistan Institute for Development Economics. Although this ins
is closely tied to and almost fully supported by the official plan i _g body
of the national gover _ ent, it senis to operate with considerable freedom

in identifying economic policy problems for research.. It possesses able

leadership which is familiar with the heavy hand of bureau racy. With

deft and alert

_7

sufficient degr

leadership seems to be able to maintain

a

of freedom to pick and choose key issues to add

This institution has received some techniCal assistance and financial,
support from the Ford Foundation and the United Nations. Its competence

and its primary focus is in econ- ic studies. If encouraged, its scope,
could and should be broadened to include research in other social sciences

and education activities on broade. r social questi
s institutio;.

now headed by an East -Pakistani and a number of

from that: region. At the time of this visit there were iridicatio,i s t at efforts were being n de to move the institution to East
Pakistan. Li moved, what impact this might have on the institution's

r.putation and prestige is hard to assess.
Pakis

A central issue here is whether to build a poLicy

research and edu.cation activity in Dacca University Or to encourage an
independent institution which

uld have ties with a nu bed: of existing

institut

and would have some coordinati g influence over the work

and tal

siding there. There is the Pakistan Academy for Rural

Development in Camilla, a reputable training arid research institution
in rural community development, the I stitute of Statistical Research and

Training (East Pakistan Government), the Bureau of Econo ic Research,
Dacca Un versity, and the Training Research, Evaluation and Cornm n cations Center for Family Planning, love rnment institution with Ford
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Foundation support. Each of these is capable of conduc ing valuable
research and education on specialized seg ents of public policy issues.

Each, however, is jealous of its status. It is difficult to conceive of
identifying one of these as the center and obtaining cooperation from

the o hers.
Consequently, one is forced to the tentative conclusion that a
cent al independent organization for coordi a 'on of these activities
would be the most desirable and acceptable solution. It might

tablish a policy research and education coordinating brlar.1
of governi ent, acadcn

possible
ade up

and private citizens. Money could be funneled

through this board to research and education activities in each of the

established institutions. This board could have a chair an who revolves
among the heads of the existing institutions. Its principle adrninisrative
officer should be a person of ou s anding reputation and respect in the
academic and govern ent communities. At the start the co3 f: might be

composed cnly of a minimum of staff for central research and education

activities. Its main function might be the allocation of funds for welldefined projects among existing institutions. Eventually the core staff
ai,d activities might be enlarged and most research and education

activities might take place there, using existing insthutions as the source
of talent for temporary assignments.
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Priv- e

p

- The e is little, if any, prospect at this time of

obtaining private support for an institution in East Pakistan. This part

of the country is primarily an agricultural community. So e industry
and commerce iS developing, especially in Chittagong; but at present

there seems little likelihood that private wealth is either sufficiently
large or inclined to support a policy research and educat on function.
Therefore, the governme

al and provincial, is the only source of

_

support outside of foreign funds.

This naturally raises serious questions

as to the degree of independence that can be built into an institution for
policy research and education

_

In the West there is privately held wealth (the twenty-two fm.milies)

and there is also evidence of a growing private entrepreneur al sect

especi- lly in Karachi. The

o evidence now that any of the fam

are about to become the benefactor of an institution of this

-t. However,

the new president of the Karachi Cha ber of Ccximerce cubscrthed

enthusiastically to the need for a p licy research institution. Even though

he obviously thinks in terms of research which is oriented to the needs

and desires of the private sector as a counterfo- ce to govern ent, he
also offers convincing arguments that the private sector might be

influenced to support a research institu ion once it has been established
and has produced research and educational activities prestigious and
convincing. It would be unwise to di count completely the prospect of

private support after an institution has some accomplish ents to show.
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uralistic Approach: Not to be discounted out of hand is the possibility
of encouraging and subsidizing, at the beginning, policy research and educat on institutions related to interest groups. The priva .e sector in Karachi,

for instance, provides evidence of considerable vitality in attempts to

influence public policy. Its efforts are naturally directed to trying to
reduce the controls exercised by government over ,rivate entrepreneurship.
The president of that chamber and his immediate staff were quite impressive in presenting a case for assistance to conduct research and education on a number of business and eco

'c probl

s,

To be sure the Karachi Chamber of Commerce has a definite policy
bias. Nevertheless to build pluralism in a society there is a need for

vigorous oriented in- est groups. It w uld seem worthwhile before all
decisions are made to probe further in Pakistan to as cer ain whether there
are other interest gr ups in labor, agri ulture, and education which possess
the potential vitality and the motivation to conduct research and education
on public policies of vital concer r. to them.

Even though these interest group-based institutions would exhibit
bias the balance of forces represented by them might contribute to the

development of a pluralistic society. Naturally the foremost q-estion is
whether the Pakistan government would even begin to entertain the idea
of relea-ing funds to support a number of such institutions United States
policy-makers might also be confronted with the tough issue of whether
they Would endorse the use of counterpart funds for this purpose,
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Counterpart Funds: The ,ecumulation of local currency mainly from
P.L. 480 is lar
The exact amount is a matter of public record, not

verified in this inquiry. Suffice it to say the amount is several hundred
million dollars. This f rid represents a distinct possibility, given other
desirable conditions, for the fundin

dficant por 'On of policy

research and educational activities in Pakistan if tile United States would
conside it wi- to allocate a portion for
this purpose. The fund could
not provide needed foreign exchange for such activities,
and other means
would have to be sought to s- isfy this need.
Key elements which sh

ld be considered, if it were decided to use
these funds to endow policy research and education activities, are:
1. the development of a carefully thought-out strategy to obtain
Pakistan initiative to request that a portion of the fu ds be used for this
purpose;
Z. acceptance by the United States of the rule that there would be
only a minimu n set of conditions arid controls
imposed by us in the use
of the e funds, such as:

- subscripti n by the Pakistan government to the broad purpose of
social science research and educ n;
- assurance by the United States of guidance in the organization of
the activity to insure effective organization and leadership for

the ac vity;
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- possible desirability of obtaining concurrence of Pakistan govern-

ment to requirement that t e purpose of the inst tution specify

certain problem areas for rese ch at the start in order to
attract widespread favor and support such as: employment, educatio-n, family planning, etc.

A ount: Estirr

s as to amount of annual income needed to support a
modest and effecti e policy research and education institution are bas d

on a very tentative and hur ied appraisal of the situation in Pakistan.

These esti :a es, however, have been developed from answe s to direct
questions which were put to both Pakistani citizens and Americans. There

was a surp ising a ount of consensus based on availability and cost of
falent to man the function judgments as to priorities in resource allocation,
size and wealth of the country and the problems to be attacked.
Assu 'ng that it would be unwise to attempt at this stage to foster
a

ngle national policy researc i and education institution in Pakistan

the estimates are that each of two institutions, one in the West and one
in the East, would require six to ten lacs per year annual inc

e

($150,000 - $200,000). Additional foreign exchange would be required
by each for foreign technical assistance and for overseas training. This

amount of local currency would provide the needed capital investment

for space, equipment, supplies, and library plus support for from fifteen
to twenty-five professionals of various grades and clerical assistance.
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This amount would permit a modest but adequate beginning. As time passed
and the prestige of these institutions is established, more support would
undoubtedly be needed and the hope w uld be that this might be forthcoming

from local sources.
Re ornmendation: Final decision about assisting in the establishment
of policy research and education i:_ ution(s) in Pakistan should be reserved

until the results of the deliberations of the const

assembly are in evi-

dence. Depending upon this outcome further inqu_ry in Pakista- might be
in order to resolve the major issues and questions identified in this pre-

naiy survey.
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REPORT ON NEPAL

Visited by F. W. Luikart
October 11-13 1970

Considering elet ents such as local political clima

stage of

development, importance to our national security and overall foreign
policy, and limitations on national resource , Nepal ha not be- n

considered top priority for this feasibility survey a

g the nations

recei,,ring U. S. aid. The local AID mission, however, requested that

a brief review and evaluation be made of the Center for Econ
Development and Administration in Katmandu if a sho t visit could be

scheduled in connection with the visit to Pakistan.
The Center, known as CEDA, is a social science research and

public admInistration trainIng institution in the e bryonic stage. It
came into being in May 1969 under a cooperative agree nt bet een
.

the government of Nepal, Tribhuvan University, and the F rd Foundation
to accomplish the following:*

"1. to prov de a high level institution for inservice training and
career development for His Majesty's government and other

government and private sector enterprise pe onnel.
"2. to provide facilities and encourage and conduct applied research

activities on a regular basis...
* Prouess Report covering the period from May 15, 1969 through

June 25, 1970, Center for Economic Development and Administration,

May 1970.
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to develop a facility with competence for providing consulting

services. This consultation will be focused upon the same
area, being emphasized in the Center

training program.

"4. to i prove the capacity of Tribhuvan University to fulfill its
unique role of education in Nepal by appropriately involving
the departments of economics, commerce, political science,

socielogy, and other related areas in the work of the Center,
and by offe ing to Tribhuvan University research services, and

"5. to assist the concerned Tribhuvan University departments to
improve the level of instruction and re earch competence in
the disciplines o f economics, ccrumerce, public administration,

and other related areas by the honorary participation of the
Center's staff members in the teaching programs of Tribhuvan
University."
Ford Foundation took the initiative in forming this semi-autonomous
InstItution as an outgrowth of its experience in encouraging more effective
development planning and administration In other developing countries.

It is reported that Ford Foundation officials hoped to have more impact
on the quality of development planning and administration through the

establish

t of a se

auto o ous institution such as CEDA than might

be achieved by as.,isting directly with the official government planning
commis sion.
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The government provides support for the salaries of CEDA sta f
and the cost of planning and conducting training prog a s for public

offic'als. Ford Foundation is providi,
on the Tribhuvan Unive.7sity caarip.

_1.21

_acilities for the Cente

a resident technical assistance

advisor. Tribhuvan U iver ity provides the campus a ea for the buildings
and offers the possibility of integrated research and education activities
with the rest of the unive

Y.

There i.re clar indications that during its first year that the
Center has fostered some uncertainties about its role, among officialdom,
and it has been groping for major purpose. Striking an acceptable balance
between research and training has been the Criter's most serious problem.

It is reported hat the staff of CEDA tencld at the start to emphasize

research. Ev dently the Center strode vigorously into the arena of official
co_troversy with the publication of an evaluation of official economic
development p ns and progre s and with a s vere critique

current

political sy:--tem. These actions resulted in official not
Even some of its training prograrrcs for government officials, whict many

people feel should be the primary early thrust of the Center, have raised

critical questions in the

of some govern ent officials about duplica-

tion of effort with that of the offici l staff college, an organ of the planning
corn is sion.

All in all the fi st year of CEDA can be described as a period of
groping for a significant mission which resulted in arou mg some
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antagonism and prejudices,_and which caused Ford Foundation

sponsors

and advisors to encourage the Center to dovote its main efforts to the
less co troversial area of administrative training.

to ars

ical Clima e in Nepal: The experience of CEDA is revealing
_e call--d upon to make an ar Ss nt of the feasibility of

encouraging the development of a neutral institution
in Nepal devote -_ to

research and -ducation on public policy problen-is. As stated by the
Director of the AID mission, the current polit cal setting simply does
not provide an atmosphere fo- neutral analysis of public issues."
The Panchayat system, or IPanchayat democracy, in Nepal is,
according to King Mahendra, designed to 'fit the soil and climate of

Nepal." It is claimed to be an "historic necessity" and permits no
alternative. It was designed to wipe out the eccesses attributed to the
parlirnentary system which, it is alleged, provided great opportunity for
meddling and pressuring on the part of India ith considerable disorder.

On the surface the system provides separated powers of the
executive, legial tive, and judic- al branches. In fact, it is an oligarchy
composed of a small ruling establishment of well-known
fa---.ilies who
surround the king. Ministers appointed by the king have no constituents

and therefo e no popular support. Leaders at the national and regional
vels are selecLd through the close-knit influence mechanism which
surrounds the king.
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Indicative of the limitations on free and neutral analysis of po_icy

problems under this regime is the fact that the publisher of a paper on

"Preli- inary Observa "ons on Structu. e and Functions in the Panchayat
System" is now on trial for an offense agains- the regime by this act
public tion. Stra gely enough, as of the ti e of the
the aAthor of
the paper, the Deputy Director of CEDA who was interviewed during this
survey, has not been prosecuted. Nevertheless it seems that the fallout,
fro-_- this experience, has had enough impact on the author that he does

not contemplate the preparation of further written analyses of the political
system in the immediate future.

According to A erican observers, there is a despera e need for
a neutral organizaion to analyze and evaluate developme-t efforts but
the problem is how to fund it, how to make it independent, and how to
encourage it without arousing official Nepalese resentment. It is said that
His Majesty is sh e d, but he does not really understand the concept of

neutral analysis of public policy.
Availability

d Co petence of Scholars: There is an attractive

centive to tap the unused potential research talent in Nepal. it is estimated
that approximately one thousand people have been educated in various fields

and at various levels outside of Nepal. These people together with the
growing output of the university is causing a buildup of pressure "for a
place in the sun" a ong a sizeable cadre of educated people whose

opportunities are stifled. Moreover, this grcwing cadre of educated
people

6

are young and represent the as

ations of youth who in growing numbers

are knocking at the door of the univ Trsity, who a

pportunitiec,

for their talents, and who are expressing dient with current social and
economic arrangements.

A singular fault with some -f these bright, vrIll-educated young
people, even no_ _eable among those on the CEDA staff is the inclination

want to start at the top and take a macro approach to problem solving.
Much attention is paid by the young economists, for instance, to building

and proposing the overall economic development model

Nepal Among

the political and social scientists the tendency is to want to create the

ideal polit cal system in one-fell swoop. But the real need in Nepal is
for the conduct of some small scale nitty-gritty social research out in
the villages and rural areas which would evaluate development programs,
and which would provide useful information to government policy makers

about m terial and psychological changes resulting from modernization

efforts.
As a member of th- plann ng commissieJ ?ut it: there is less need
for overall economic development model building, which has been the

attraction for CEDA researchers, and more need for local sociological
studies in the villages and countryside which would reveal to me bers of
the planning commission what people are thirLking and what impact develop-

ment programs have had. Typical of many other developing countries,

7

the local Nepalese scholars who have received high quality education in
the Western world do not want to undergo the inconveniences of conducting

studies in the back

Est'

rd areas.

tes indic te that Nepal, for the size and scope of its research

needs, is probably reasonably well-manned on the economic _esearcl side

and less adequ-t-ly able on the socio-political side. The major technical

assistance needs fall in two areas
I. building -f a documentation center at CEDA which would bring

togethly research and case studics from other developing countries te
serve as training
vials;
2. providi g CEDA with foreign exchange funds to enable A to obtain

a research leader from outside Nepal for six months out of each year over

a period of years who train local scholars in research methods and
thereby demonstrate the _pplicability of r r,-,arch to public policy pr!
AID'

ont hu ion: It aopears cer

ems.

.t AID's involvement

research and education on public policy prublems in Nepal should be one

of cautious encoeragernent. Given the sensitivity of the current regime

t- outside bilateral interference and given the greater acceptabili-y in
Nepal of multilateral as si tance, AID should not play a dominant role in
public policy ret,'?,arch and educat on. AID can effectively assist CEDA

in building up a documentation center of rc -earch materials. It can also

plug certain gaps in public administrat- on training programs such as

providing foreign exchange to bring TJ-ited State

in certain s

iested. Beyond

the possibility of funneling technical

cholars to participate
light also pursue

istance for CEDA's program

through United Nations agencies which ap- ar to be opera ing in some

force in Nepal. B -t the time is not ripe foi a heavy direct bilateral

technical assistance effort in policy research and education.

